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14.1 Introduction 

In this contribution we are discussing a class of linear phenomenological transport 
equations and in some cases also their relation to microphysical description of cor-
responding effects. Interestingly enough, in spite of practically identical forms of 
these constitutive relations there are large differences in their physical content; 
just such a large diversity of natural processes behind the same mathematical form 
should serve as a serious warning before making superficial analogies. On the 
other hand, besides quite obvious analogies there may be found also those much 
deeper and sometimes quite astonishing. Lesser known or even new aspects of this 
kind the reader can find especially in paragraphs dealing with Ohm’s law and with 
statistical interpretation of generalized Fick’s law. The congruence of the last one 
with the fundamental equation of quantum mechanics, the Schrödinger equation, 
opened the possibility to interpret the rather enigmatic “quantum” behaviour of 
periodic chemical reactions as a special kind of diffusion.  

14.2 Fourier‘s Law of Heat Transfer and Analogous 
Constitutive Relations 

There is a class of essentially linear equations describing the transport of sub-
stance-like indestructible quantities through the homogeneous medium. Histori-
cally the first known law of this type is famous Fourier’s law [1] controlling the 
transfer of thermal energy through the conductor of heat. Strictly speaking, it is no 
law of Nature but an approximate linear constitutive relation which can be, with a 
certain degree of generality, written in a differential form as  

 q = −λ grad T, (14.1) 
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where q is the local current density of thermal energy, λ the coefficient of thermal 
conductivity and T the Kelvin absolute temperature. (We do not consider here the 
cases where the conductor is anisotropic or where λ is not continuous throughout 
the conductor. The corresponding generalizations are straightforward, nevertheless 
they are not free from controversies [2].) According to empirical evidence, the 
terms in equation (14.1) have an additional property which may be expressed in 
the form of constitutive inequality  

 q grad T ≤ 0. (14.2) 

The physical meaning of this condition is obvious; the current vector q has to have 
everywhere the component opposite to the direction of grad T representing the lo-
cal driving force of energy transfer. In order to solve concrete problems, relation 
(14.1) is, as a rule, completed by a pair of phoronomic equations, namely by re-
stricted equation of continuity 

 div q = 0 (14.3) 

which expresses the conservation of substance-like quantity (in this case of ther-
mal energy) during its transfer. Notice that in this case the substance-like quantity 
is not considered to be only indestructible but that it is not created either. The sec-
ond phoronomic equation, sometimes called equation of discontinuity then reads  

 qν = 0, (14.4) 

where qν is the component of current vector which is normal to the surface of heat 
conductor. This equation is assumed to be valid on all surfaces of the heat conduc-
tor except its terminals where the current source and drain are placed. Putting 
aside the cases where leakage currents or external current sources are present 
(qν ≠ 0), equations (14.1), (14.3) and (14.4) may serve as a representative pattern 
for a wide class of problems of mathematical physics connected with the transport 
of energy, electricity or matter.  

Relations (14.1) and (14.3) describe the steady state of the field represented e.g. 
by the scalar quantity T. In order to describe also the time evolution of this field 
the equation of continuity can be no more used in its restricted form (14.3). In-
stead, it has to involve also a term characterizing the time dependence of accumu-
lation or depletion of the said substance-like quantity which may be represented 
by the time derivative of the scalar quantity T at a given point, namely 

 β (∂T/∂t) + div q = 0,  (14.5) 

where β is a constant coefficient ensuring the dimensional homogeneity of the 
equation. Taking then into account equation (14.1) and assuming that λ is in a cer-
tain closed region constant, we obtain immediately 
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 ∂T/∂t = (λ/β) div grad T,  (14.6) 

which is usually called the “second law” conjugated to the “first law” of type (1). 
Returning back to the description of steady state, which may be now characterized 
by the condition ∂T/∂t = 0, we obtain from (14.6) the relation 

 div grad T = 0, (14.7) 

i.e. well-known Laplace’s equation. The solutions of this equation are called har-
monic functions, which are in a particular case of one dimension reduced to the 
linear change of variable T along the axis x. 

It is worth noticing that the most difficult part of the establishment of Fourier’s 
and other similar constitutive relations was not finding out of their mathematical 
form (which is very simple) but the definition and the physical interpretation of 
the quantities involved or even the proof of their plain existence [3]. Empirically 
determined pre-factor in (14.1) is thus very often decomposed into the product of 
quantities having more straightforward or already known physical interpretation. 
For example the thermal conductivity is usually written in the form 

 λ = α/(cp ρm), (14.8) 

where α means the thermal diffusivity introduced by Kelvin as an analogue of dif-
fusion constant, cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure and ρm the density of 
the material. 

14.3 Darcy’s Law 

As another example of linear transport constitutive relation may serve so called 
Darcy’s law [4] describing the flow of fluid through the porous medium brought 
about by pressure drop. This relation controlling e.g. the movement of groundwa-
ter through the aquifer [5] or behaviour of petroleum in oil-deposits thus plays an 
extraordinary role in geology. It may be written as 

 j = − (κ/η) grad p, (14.9) 

where j means the vector of filtration velocity (which differs from the real velocity 
of liquid in pores) and p the pressure. Notice that the pre-factor is in this case 
composed from two independent coefficients, one characterizing the porosity and 
tortuosity of the porous medium, permeability κ, and the second one characteriz-
ing the flow of liquid, dynamic viscosity η. 
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14.4 Ohm’s Law 

The outstanding role among linear relations of type (14.1) plays so called Ohm’s 
law controlling the transport of electricity in metals and semiconductors. This 
“law” being the cornerstone of modern electronics is probably the most exploited 
physical relation which has ever been discovered. Its differential form convenient 
for the description of charge transport in an isotropic conductor reads  

 i = − γ grad K, (14.10) 

where i is the local current density vector, γ the electrical conductivity and grad K 
the force driving the electric charge. Of course, equation (14.10) has to be accom-
panied with the phoronomic relations div i = 0 and iν = 0, quite analogous to equa-
tions (14.3) and (14.4). Originally the driving force was identified by Ohm with 
the electroscopic force (Elektroskopische Kraft) measured by a mechanical action 
of the conductor exerted on a small insulated body placed in the vicinity of its sur-
face [6]. Obviously, the direct use of such a definition in the interior of the con-
ductor was impossible. As, however, the electroscopic force was by many savants 
considered to be a measure of the density of electric charge dwelling on the sur-
face of the body it was quite natural to identify the quantity K simply with the lo-
cal electric charge density ρ. It seems to be very likely that Ohm was aware that 
such an assumption results for the limiting case i = 0 to the condition ρ = const. 
which is in contradiction with Coulomb’s law, the fundamental theorem of elec-
trostatics. He even correctly claimed that [6,Cf.7] “...wenn Gleichgewicht sich 
hergestellt habe, nach den Versuchen von Coulomb und nach der Theorie, die 
Elektricität an die Oberfläche der Körper gebunden sei, oder durch eine unmerk-
liche Tiefe in das Innere eindrige.“ (“...if equilibrium is established, according to 
the experiments of Coulomb and according to the theory, the electricity is bound 
on the surface of the body or penetrates through the tiny depth into its interior”.) 
Nevertheless, he did not provide any definite solution of this puzzling problem 
which was only due to Kirchhoff who identified the force responsible for the 
charge transport with the gradient of electrostatic potential ϕ [8]. Such an assump-
tion reconciled the discrepancy between relation (14.10) and the laws of electro-
statics. Indeed according to Kirchhoff’s arguments we can compute from equation 
(14.10) div i = −γ div gradϕ. Taking then into account the fact that at any point in 
the interior of the conductor steady state condition div i = 0 must be valid, we im-
mediately obtain equation div gradϕ = 0, which is nothing but the above men-
tioned Laplace’s equation describing behaviour of electrostatic potential ϕ in the 
neutral region (ρ ≡ 0). In other words, it means that in the case where K ≡ ϕ, there 
is no net space charge in a current-carrying conductor and, vice versa, for any ho-
mogeneous conductor where the space charges are present, the application of 
Kirchhoff’s form of Ohm’s law cannot be fully justified. Of course, in the cases 
where the transport is controlled by the regions containing space charge, e.g. in 
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Schottky diodes, p-n junctions and in the vicinity of charge injecting contacts, the 
violation of Ohm’s law is a well-known effect having enormous application im-
pact [9]. It may thus be somewhat astonishing that the space charges must be in-
evitably present, in contrast to Kirchhoff’s proposition, in any transport of elec-
tricity via conductors. The indispensable role of the space charges played in 
conduction was for a long time overlooked in spite of the obvious empirical fact 
that transport through the wires is to a large extent independent of the arrangement 
of its surrounding. In order to suppress, namely, the long range electromagnetic 
interaction between charge carriers in the conductor and external disturbing elec-
tric fields, the presence of stable screening charges distributed in the conductor is 
quite inevitable. Such a necessity of the existence of surface charges on the cur-
rent-carrying conductor was pointed out, e.g. in Ref. [10]. Accordingly, the sur-
face charges not only prevent the electric flow from escaping from the conductor 
but also provide, inside the conductor, an appropriate field distribution ensuring 
the constancy of the total current flow throughout any cross-section of the conduc-
tor regardless of its complicated topology (e.g. in knots on the wire) and external 
electric fields. The quantitative theory of this effect is practically lacking, how-
ever, a relatively simple approximate formula for local charge density σ dwelling 
on a free-standing conductor having no loops may be written as: 

 σ = iτ (εε0 /γ) b(1/d1 +1/d2), (14.11) 

where iτ is the local tangential component of the current density, εε0 the permittiv-
ity of outer space, b the linear distance from the ground and d1 and d2 the principal 
radii of curvature at a given point of the surface. For example, for the straight ver-
tical copper wire of diameter d1 = 10−3 m with one end earthed, carrying the total 
current of 1 A and for a point lying on it at the distance b = 10 m from the ground 
(other needed parameters are: εε0 ≈ 8.85×10−12 F/m, γ ≈ 6.4×107 S/m, d2 →∞) we 
obtain from formula (14.11) that σ ≈ 1.76×10−9 Cm−2. It is an extremely low value 
of surface charge density, especially because of high value of γ. Nevertheless, re-
gardless of the smallness of this effect we can conclude that in conductors, the 
presence of surface charges is a non-separable part of the steady state electric cur-
rent flow. It is further clear that the concept of finite charge strictly confined to the 
geometric surface of the conductor is only an abstraction, while in a real case, this 
charge must be deposited somewhere in the bulk. Interestingly, essentially the 
same conjecture was expressed by Ohm in his quotation above. An adequate 
mathematical formulation of this idea may be achieved by the following slight 
modification of Ohm’s law [11]. Taking first into account the fact that for the 
characterisation of the local electric state we have only two independent intensive 
quantities at our disposal, i.e. potential ϕ and charge density ρ, we suggest com-
pleting of quantity K containing purely electrostatic term ϕ by a chemical (or dif-
fusion related) term linearly depending on charge density ρ, resembling original 
Ohm’s concept of “Elektroskopische Kraft”. In such a case it should be 
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 K = ϕ + ρ δ2/εε0, (14.12) 

where δ is a length parameter not specified yet, added in order to ensure the di-
mensional homogeneity of both terms. The resulting form of Ohm’s law thus 
reads 

 i = −γ grad (ϕ + ρ δ2/εε0). (14.13) 

Solving this equation with respect to the boundary condition iν = 0, we find that 
the net charge density should decrease exponentially with increasing depth ν un-
der the surface of current-carrying conductor, i.e. as ρ(ν) = ρ0 exp(−ν/δ) where the 
pre-factor can be obviously expressed as ρ0 = σ/δ. Putting, moreover, i = 0 identi-
cally, we obtain from equation (14.13) a usual electrostatic screening formula, 
namely δ2ρ/εε0 = ϕ0 − ϕ, playing an important role in the description of numerous 
contact phenomena near the equilibrium. From all these relations, it is evident that 
the parameter δ has a physical meaning of the screening length, in metals, particu-
larly, of the Thomas–Fermi screening length [12]. In order to have a more specific 
idea of the significance of the chemical term we can estimate its upper bound for 
the above mentioned case of straight wire using equation (14.11). Accordingly it 
follows δ2 ρ0/εε0= σδ/εε0 ≈ (iτ/γ) (bδ/d1). Simultaneously we can determine, by 
means of Davy’s formula, the potential drop along this wire, ϕ = ib/γ. As iτ  ≈ i, we 
thus immediately obtain for the ratio of chemical and electrostatic term ϕ an esti-
mate ≈ δ/d1. In ordinary metallic conductors used in electronics (e.g. Cu wire 
where δ = 5.5×10−11 m, and d1 ≈10−4 m) this parameter attains the value ≈ 
5.5×10−7. Evidently, because of the smallness of this parameter the correction to 
Ohm’s law due to the chemical term is absolutely negligible there having only 
theoretical significance. In contrast to bulk metals, however, the situation may be 
rather different in semiconductor-based structures in which δ typically ranges 
from 10−6 m to 10−9

 m and where one of the dimensions of the conductor is con-
fined to nanometre scale. In such a case the original current-carrying neutral bulk 
region which was perfectly screened against the influence of external fields by a 
surface charge layer is appreciably reduced giving thus rise to qualitatively new 
effects generally, but not quite correctly, connected with the so called “quantum 
confinement” [11]. 

14.5 Fick’s Law 

The spontaneous transport of dispersed substance from the region of high concen-
tration to the one of lower concentration through a material medium is called dif-
fusion. There are a lot of combinations of species which may take part in such a 
process. The pioneering systematic studies in this field were performed by Scot-
tish professor of chemistry T. Graham who formulated the first quantitative prin-
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ciples controlling the diffusion of gases into another gas and the diffusion of salts 
in aqueous solutions [13]. Similar experiments were made somewhat later by a 
young Swiss pathologist A. E. Fick who in his fundamental article (Ref. [14]) es-
tablished the constitutive relations satisfactorily describing the process of diffu-
sion in general. For the analytical form of his law Fick used with awareness Fou-
rier’s law of heat conduction (and very likely also Ohm’s law) as a pattern, while 
for its physical interpretation he exploited consequently the molecular hypothesis. 
The resulting first Fick’s law in its simplest form may thus be written as 

 J = − D grad n, (14.14) 

where J is the density of diffusion current (flux), D the coefficient of diffusion and 
n is the local concentration of the diffusing species. As was later recognized, such 
a form of this constitutive relation is related only to the case where we have to do 
with rarefied gases or with the so called ideal solutions. For more complicated 
compound systems the driving force of the diffusion is not simply proportional to 
the gradient of concentration n but to the gradient of chemical potential μ of par-
ticular species. The relation (14.14) must then be rewritten as 

 J = − (Dn/RT) grad μ, (14.15) 

where R is the universal gas constant and T the Kelvin absolute temperature. It is 
necessary to note that there was in fact only a rather vague connection between the 
phenomenological relation (14.14) and Fick’s molecular model. In accordance 
with the obsolete modification of molecular hypothesis currently used in the mid-
dle of the 19th century, namely, the molecules consist of ponderable atoms sur-
rounded by a dense aether atmosphere. It was believed that the thermal agitation 
of these two components was responsible for thermal dilation of bodies and for 
movement of molecules within the bodies as well. Due to the high abstractness of 
such ideas, however, the arguments are somewhat teleological and the causal deri-
vation of relation (14.14) was practically impossible. It is therefore a remarkable 
fact that both these ingredients appearing in Fick’s approach i.e. molecular struc-
ture and thermal agitation became essential for the construction of modern micro-
scopic (statistical) models describing diffusion and allied phenomena. The first 
model of this kind was developed by W. Sutherland [15] and another one, very 
similar, a year later by A. Einstein [16]. Accordingly, the diffusion constant must 
be given by the formula 

 D = kBT/ ξ, (16) 

where kB is the Boltzmann universal constant (kB = 1.38×10−23 J/K) and ξ the co-
efficient of friction affecting the movement of an individual molecule through the 
medium. Useful approximation of ξ is that using the Stokes formula, namely, ξ = 
3πηa, where a is the diameter of the molecule [15,16]. Very soon after the appear-
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ance of these theories it became quite clear that there was a close relation between 
the diffusion and the so called Brownian motion. Within the frame of the mathe-
matical theory of Brownian motion and other fluctuation phenomena worked out 
by M. von Smoluchowski [17] and R. Fürth [18] it was possible to show that the 
process of diffusion may be described as follows. Every diffusing molecule is si-
multaneously submitted to the influence of force of friction characterized by the 
coefficient ξ and to the random impacts due to the neighbouring thermally agitated 
molecules. Under such conditions it can be rigorously proved that the statistical 
shift of ensemble of diffusing molecules must be controlled by equation (14.14) 
(or (14.15)) with the diffusion constant given by equation (14.16). Careful consid-
eration of the second form of Fick’s law conjugated to equation (14.14) (cf. also 
equation (14.6)), i.e. of the equation  

 ∂n/∂t = D div grad n, (14.17) 

defining the relation between continuous phenomenological quantity n and its time 
derivative, may lead to paradoxes which may be removed only by careful recon-
sideration of concepts used. For example, for continuous n(x,t) the “speed of dif-
fusion”, which is intuitively associated with the speed of molecules, is not well de-
fined or it has to be assumed to be infinite. This odd statement can be elucidated 
by the following argument [19]. If the concentration n of a substance at time t = 0 
is finite only in a certain bounded region (e. g., n = const.), being identically zero 
out of this region, the equation implies that after an arbitrarily small time interval 
dt the concentration at any point of the whole space is non-zero, so that the trans-
port of matter to any distant point would be instantaneous, i.e., with an infinite 
speed. On the other side, taking into account the discrete molecular structure of 
ordinary matter, the concentration at a given point should remain zero till it is 
reached by the first diffusing particle (molecule), i.e., the velocity should be finite 
in any case. Very similar unpleasant discordance between mathematical solution 
and common sense arguments was much earlier discovered also by J. Stephan [20] 
who studied the time dependent transfer of heat controlled by Fourier’s law (14.1). 
This paradox which was shown to be intrinsic to the mathematical assumptions 
used by the derivation of relations (14.14) and (14.1) may, as will be shown be-
low, serve as an important key to physically meaningful definitions of “speed of 
diffusion” or “speed of heat transfer”. 

14.6 Diffusion and Stochastic Quantum Mechanics 

Second Fick’s law in the form (14.17) describes the process of diffusion only in 
the case where the external forces are absent. According to laws of classical me-
chanics the diffusion in an external field can be formally decomposed into a su-
perposition of movement of the centre of mass of the diffusing swarm of particles 
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under the influence of external force and of the diffusion without the external 
field. Therefore the resulting formula has to contain beside the right side of equa-
tion (14.17) extra additive terms corresponding to various types of external forces. 
As was pointed out by Fürth [21], such a generalized formula is fully congruent 
with the fundamental equation of quantum mechanics, Schrödinger equation1. 
These equations may be mapped one onto another by substituting for the diffusion 
coefficient the value (Fürth’s Ansatz)  

 D = iDQ  = ih / 2M, (14.18) 

where i is the imaginary unit i = √(−1) and h ≈ 1.05×10−34 Js Planck’s universal 
constant. This very fact together with the feeling of dissatisfaction with some ba-
sic quantum concepts going against the common sense leads to the attempts to 
construct unified statistical theory treating the quantum motion as a kind of a sto-
chastic process (see e.g. [22-24] and references therein). Accordingly, the source 
behind the assumed stochastic quantum process was tentatively identified with the 
universal noise generally known as “zero-point” fluctuations of vacuum (more 
correctly “temperature independent” fluctuations of vacuum). As can be shown 
this assumption is consistent with the structure of Fürth’s diffusion constant DQ 
which differs essentially from that of Sutherland and Einstein (14.16). Indeed, it is 
clear at first glance that the coefficient DQ is temperature independent so that the 
diffusion of quantum particle can be really considered to be a “zero-point” effect. 
Moreover, we cannot attribute any finite friction coefficient analogous to ξ to the 
movement of particle through the vacuum space because it would be then possi-
ble, in contrast to the Principle of Relativity, to experimentally distinguish coordi-
nate systems in absolute rest from that in uniform motion. This requirement is also 
evidently fulfilled; DQ does not really contain explicitly any friction coefficient. 
Taking now into account the fact that the large macroscopic bodies do not appear 
to exhibit “quantum” behaviour, we can speculate that the diffusion coefficient DQ 
is inversely proportional to the mass M of the body. A special interest deserves the 
presence of imaginary unit in Fürth’s Ansatz (14.18). The necessity to use the 
imaginary unit there is connected with the fact that the quantum mechanics simi-
larly to the analytical mechanics is formulated in the phase space while von 
Smoluchowski’s theory describes the Brownian motion and diffusion in the con-
figuration space. As the cardinality of phase space is two times higher than that of 
the configuration space related to the same physical problem, the existing one-to 
one correspondence between solutions of generalized diffusion equation and 
Schrödinger equation is ensured just by the implementation of complex numbers 
effectively doubling the cardinality of the real space. The attempts to interpret 
quantum mechanics as a stochastic theory, however, bring about further serious 
problems. The classical Einstein–von Smoluchowski description of diffusion (i.e. 
of a special case of Brownian motion of a small particle) is essentially a descrip-
                                                           
1 This fact was apparently already known to E. Schrödinger himself. 
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tion of Markovian stochastic process, i.e. a process in which the following steps 
are absolutely non-correlated. Any stochastic process in the phase space assumed 
to underlie motion of a small quantum particle cannot be, however, Markovian, 
because, by definition, its state at t < 0 determines the probability of states at any 
later time t [25]. In other words, the quantum particle has ‘‘memory’’. That is the 
reason why e.g. advanced Uhlenbeck-Ornstein-Wang theory [26,27] which is 
based on stationary Markovian stochastic process characterized by measure-
preserving flow in the phase space is inevitably mathematically incompatible with 
the formalism of quantum mechanics. 

A famous controversial proof of von Neumann’s theorem [28] on the impossi-
bility of entering of “verborgene Parameter” (hidden variables) into description of 
the quantum processes, is also based on practically the same grounds, i.e. on the 
discrepancy between cardinality of various spaces of variables used for the de-
scription of quantum object. On the other side, as will be shown below, the “na-
ive” theory of von Smoluchowski and Fürth constructed in the configuration space 
and operating with the concept of intermittent measurement can provide a satisfac-
tory description of the quantum process. Intermittent measurements, namely, per-
formed in the configuration space reduce repeatedly the wave packet of a particle 
and may thus cause the ‘‘memory loss’’ of the particle so that the resulting process 
can be treated as Markovian. Such a compatibility of von Smoluchowski’s ap-
proach and quantum mechanics is in very convincing way manifested below by 
the fact that Hausdorff’s fractal dimensions of Brownian and quantum motions in 
the configuration space are identical (d = 2). 

14.7 Periodic Reactions and Quantum Diffusion 

As an interesting example, on which the continuous transition from classical diffu-
sion to the domain of quantum physics can be demonstrated, may serve so called 
periodic chemical reactions. These reactions, known from the second half of the 
19th century [29], perform a curious class of reactions generating marvellous mac-
roscopic patterns periodic both in space and time. (see Fig. 14.1). They are mostly 
considered to be spectacular manifestations of self-organization due to the non-
equilibrium nature of thermodynamic processes involved. As these reactions vio-
late traditional view on chemical kinetics characterized by the natural tendency to 
reach the equilibrium by the shortest way, they have been interpreted as a precur-
sor of life processes [30]. In the 1930s, besides the fact that the kinetics of peri-
odic reactions is controlled by diffusion (so called Nernst–Brunner kinetics), an-
other peculiar and somewhat enigmatic feature of these reactions was discovered 
[31,32] which may be concisely expressed as  

 M v ℓ ≈ h/2, (14.19) 
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Fig. 14.1 The record of evolution of the so called Liesegang’s rings on gelatinous substrate. An 
example of a regular pattern resulting from the periodic reaction and revealing the features of 
quantum diffusion. 

where M is the molecular weight of precipitate, v the speed of spreading of reac-
tion fronts and ℓ the length parameter of reaction patterns. For a particular con-
figuration of the system in which reaction takes place the left-hand side of equa-
tion (14.19) should be completed by a geometric factor (e.g. 2 for three- and 1/π 
for two-dimensional case) and by tortuosity characterizing the detailed topology of  
the system. As a rule, the resulting factor is of order unity. 

14.8 Speed of Diffusion 

Taking now into account Sommerfeld’s criterion, according to which any effect 
belongs to the scope of quantum physics just if the corresponding relevant quan-
tity of action is comparable with quantum of action, h [33], we can claim that the 
diffusion-controlled periodic reactions fulfilling equation (14.19) may be inter-
preted as quantum effect. What we, however, urgently need for constructing the 
corresponding “relevant quantity of type action” is the definition of something like 
the instant “speed of diffusion”, already mentioned above as a rather controversial 
concept. If we, for the sake of simplicity, confine ourselves only to one dimension, 
the diffusion can be described by the second Fick’s law (14.17) in the form 

 ∂n/∂t = D (∂2n/∂x2). (14.20) 
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The meaningful definition of “speed of diffusion” can be then made even under 
the assumption that the concentration n (x,t) is continuous. Indeed, let us assume 
that at time t = 0 there are N particles concentrated in the plane x = 0 (source 
layer). In this case the solution of equation (14.20) reads: 

 n(x,t) = N/(2√πDt) exp(−x2/4Dt). (14.21) 

Since the times of Fourier it has been a well-known property of solution 
(14.21) (known as a source–integral) that the time record of concentration taken in 
a neighbourhood of a certain fixed point x has a local maximum. The mathemati-
cal condition for this maximum reads ∂n/∂t = 0. This is, however, according to 
equation (14.20), equivalent to the condition (∂2n/∂x2) = 0 (for constant D ≠ 0). 
The second space derivative of solution (14.21) gives then the expression: 

 ∂2n/∂x2 = {N/4√π(Dt)3}exp(−x2/4Dt) {(x2/2Dt) − 1}. (14.22) 

Using now the above-mentioned condition for extreme, we obtain immediately re-
lation (Einstein-von Smoluchowski’s relation) 

 x2 = 2Dt, (14.23) 

the time derivative of which provides  

 x u = D, (14.24) 

where u = ∂x/∂t has evidently physical meaning of the instant speed of transfer of 
concentration maximum. As the quantity u, in fact, represents the movement of 
the most numerous swarm of diffusing molecules, it is quite reasonable just to call 
u the “instant speed of diffusion”. It is a remarkable circumstance that equations 
(14.23) and (14.24) are practically the same as the equations describing random 
walk of a single Brownian particle (molecule) [16,17]. The only differences are 
that there x is no more the position of the concentration maximum but the mean-
square-root √〈x2〉 of the position of a particular Brownian particle at time t and u 
has a meaning of its mean-square root of stochastic speed √〈U2〉. If we start, 
namely, from the one-dimensional Fick’s law (14.14) in a probabilistic notation, 
i.e., from  

 Uw = −D (∂w/∂x), (14.25) 

where the probability density is defined as w = n/N, U is the stochastic speed and 
(Uw) has the meaning of the probability flux, we obtain for the mean-square of the 
stochastic speed the expression (the integrals here are taken over the range from 
−∞ to +∞) 
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 √〈U2〉 = ∫(U2w) dx = D2 ∫ (1/w) (∂w/∂x)2 dx. (14.26) 

In consequence of evident inequality {(∂w/∂x)/w + x/〈x2〉}2 ≥ 0, one obtains after a 
simple algebra that  ∫(1/w) (∂w/∂x)2 dx ≥ 1/〈x2〉 and therefore eventually 

 √〈x2〉√〈U2〉≥ D, (14.27) 

where equality in this “uncertainty relation” takes place for the probability distri-
bution corresponding just to the source-integral (14.21). Because equations 
(14.23) and (14.24) describe the same physical process of diffusion, the diffusion 
constants D must naturally be identical for the microscopic as well as for the mac-
roscopic cases and simultaneously the relations  

 u =√〈U2〉 and x = √〈x2〉  (14.28) 

must be valid. We can thus conclude that a typical “average” Brownian particle 
follows the position of the concentration maximum or in other words that the most 
significant packet of diffusing molecules consists of “average” Brownian particles. 

As we believe, this is just the way how Planck’s universal constant can in prin-
ciple enter essentially macroscopic equation (14.24). Namely, if the microscopic 
movement of a Brownian particle of mass M is controlled by a purely quantum 
process, where the diffusion constant in three dimensions should have Fürth’s lim-
iting value of DQ = h /2M, then equation (14.24) will formally attain the same 
form as empirical equation (14.19), i.e. 

 M u x = h/2, (14.29) 

provided that the experimentally observed quantities v and ℓ are identified with u 
=√〈U2〉 (speed of diffusion) and x = √〈x2〉 (distance spanned by diffusion), respec-
tively. 

14.9 Resemblance of Quantum and Brownian Motion in a 
Configuration Space 

It seems thus plausible that to prove the quantum nature of equation (14.19) it is 
enough to make clear conditions under which the numerical value of diffusion 
constant D attains the Fürth’s value DQ. Unfortunately, realization of this task is 
by no means trivial, mainly because the frequently stressed analogy between quan-
tum and Brownian motions [34-36] is rather incomplete. On the other side, there is 
an important common characteristic of these two types of stochastic processes 
which makes them identical in a certain sense, namely their Hausdorff’s dimen-
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sion in the configuration space [37,38]. To make clearer the relation of this useful 
mathematical concept to the present problem we must go behind the continuous 
approximation of diffusion represented e.g. by equation (14.23). Extrapolating the 
validity of this formula from the experimentally verified range to arbitrarily small 
scales, we can use it, however, for the construction of a more realistic model of 
movement of a Brownian particle in the following way.  

Let us make intermittent observations of total duration τ, sampling every (τ/k) 
seconds the position of a Brownian particle, where k is an arbitrary integer. Every 
time interval (τ/k) involves some delay and time necessary to determine the posi-
tion of the particle. Such a measurement will provide in one dimension a sequence 
of intervals l1, l2, . . , lk, which define the apparent length of the path passed 
through as: 

 Lk = l1 + l2 + . . . + lk (14.30) 

As the movement along every of these intervals is, according to our assumption, 
controlled by law (14.23), for a sufficiently large k instead of (14.30) we can 
write: 

 Lk = k √〈l2〉k , (14.31) 

where index k means the averaging over all k intervals in (14.30). It is simultane-
ously clear that the length √〈l2〉k defines for a given k also the length resolution Δlk 
= √〈l2〉k of the measurement, because the sampling by time intervals (τ/k) evidently 
ignores the details of the actual path of the Brownian particle finer than Δlk. Aver-
age speed determined from the same experiment as k Δlk/τ must, moreover, fulfil 
the relation (14.27) in the form (reduced to equality): 

 Δlk (k Δlk /τ) = D. (14.32) 

It is obvious that the more frequent measurement with a better resolutionΔlk 
will reveal more details of motion of the Brownian particle. As a result, with in-
creasing k the number of recorded abrupt changes on the Brownian path will in-
crease and also Lk will increase simultaneously. For very large k’s (theoretically 
for k → +∞) the shape of the Brownian path will resemble a continuous, at every 
point non-differentiable curve. As was shown by Hausdorff [39] such a compli-
cated mathematical object may be, without ambiguity, characterized by introduc-
ing its (Hausdorff’s) measure Λ and generalized dimension d as follows: 

 Λ = Lk (Δlk)d−1, (14.33) 

where dimension d should (and can) be chosen in such a way that Λ is independ-
ent of k. Putting then relations (14.32) and (14.33) together, we obtain: 
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 Λ = (Dτ/Δlk) (Δlk)d−1, (14.34) 

from which, due to the said independence of Λ on k, it immediately follows that 
Hausdorff’s dimension of the Brownian motion is d = 2 (cf. e.g. [37]). 

As was shown by L.F. Abbott and M.B. Wise [38], just the same Hausdorff’s 
dimension in the configuration space (i.e. d = 2) has to be ascribed to the jiggling 
movement (‘Zitterbewegung’) of a quantum particle. This can be proved very eas-
ily using, instead of eq. (14.32), common Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation in a 
(reduced) form 

 Δlk (M k Δlk/τ) = h/2, (14.35) 

preserving the previous meanings of all quantities involved. The corresponding 
“quantum” expression for Hausdorff’s measure then reads: 

 Λ = (hτ/2M Δlk) (Δlk)d−1, (14.36) 

This formula gives the same value for d = 2 as equation (14.34) and can be ob-
tained from it by a formal substitution of DQ for D. Because both quantum and 
Brownian motions have in the configuration space exactly the same Hausdorff’s 
dimension revealed, e.g., by the intermittent measurement described above, the 
quantum jiggling can be, from the phenomenological point of view, considered as 
a continuation of the Brownian motion down the smaller scales. This circumstance 
enables us to treat the diffusion of a particular molecule together with its quantum 
jiggling movement as a single stochastic process, formally described by a conven-
ient combination of classical stochastic and quantum diffusion constants, DS and 
DQ, respectively. Using analogy with the composition rule for independent mobili-
ties well known from electrochemistry, we can tentatively write: 

 D = DSDQ/ (DS+DQ). (14.37) 

Then quantum limit is represented by the inequality DS >> DQ, which ensures 
that D ≈ DQ. The quantum effects should prevail in the case, where DS attains a 
very high value, or in other words, if the diffusing particle is decoupled from all 
stochastic sources in environment which are not of quantum nature. We claim that 
just this inequality, i.e. 

 DS >> DQ (14.38) 

with the accompanying physical meaning mentioned above is the condition we are 
looking for. If this takes place, namely, equation (14.29) and consequently equa-
tion (14.9) are valid, satisfying simultaneously the quantum criterion. 

To assess the range of validity of inequality (14.38) it is necessary to evaluate 
stochastic diffusion constant DS. Somewhat crude estimate for ball-like particles 
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(molecules) without observable persistency in motion can be provided by a classi-
cal Einstein-von Smoluchowski’s formula [16,17] the use of which is justified 
rather by practical than physical reasons. Then condition (14.38) reads: 

 kBT/ 3πηa >> h/2M, (14.39) 

where η is the dynamic viscosity of environment, T the absolute temperature and a 
the characteristic dimension of diffusing particle (molecule). To find out among 
various aqueous solutions at room temperature molecular systems for which the 
“quantum” behaviour is to be expected, we put in (14.39) T = 300 K and η = 10-3 
kg m-1s-1. The resulting condition is 

 8.4×1015 >> a/ M, (14.40) 

where a is in meters and M = (1.67 × 10-27 × molecular weight) in kilograms. Tak-
ing for a the ionic diameter [40], we can see that, e. g., sodium, calcium and silver, 
for which ratios in (14.40) have values 6.0×1015, 3.4 × 1015 and 9.0 ×1014, respec-
tively, are good candidates for “quantum” Brownian particles. For H+ ions (i.e. 
protons) which are the most mobile ions in aqueous solutions condition (14.38) is 
also valid in spite of the fact that estimate (14.38) (with the ionic diameter a ≈ 10-

11 m) provides rather a high value ~1.2 × 1016. It can be accounted for by the fact 
that the system of protons in water being a Fermionic system requires a conse-
quent quantum-theoretical treatment (involving e.g. the Pauli Exclusion Principle), 
which is essentially non compatible with classical formulae (14.39) and (14.40). 

Summarizing, different linear transport constitutive relations controlled by the 
equations congruent with equation (14.1) were compared. Among the most inter-
esting achievements a new form of force driving the electric current in Ohm’s law 
was introduced. Another interesting item was the statistical interpretation of clas-
sical diffusion. Basing further on the so called Fürth Ansatz enabling one-to-one 
mapping between the Schrödinger and generalized Fick’s law, it appear to be pos-
sible to extent the statistical approach also on quantum phenomena. As an exam-
ple, the case of diffusion-controlled periodic chemical reactions was analyzed in 
detail. It has been shown that in the configuration space and by intermittent obser-
vations, which resemble the actual observations performed on periodic patterns, 
the classical and quantum stochastic processes are practically indistinguishable. 
This remarkable fact enabled us to formulate in terms of the classical and quantum 
diffusion constants the condition where the quantum stochastic process should 
prevail. It has been shown on the basis of this criterion that it is very probable that 
ions in aqueous solutions can possess macroscopically observable quantum behav-
iour. 
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Quantum aspects of self-organized periodic chemical reactions
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It is a remarkable empirical fact, known for a long time, that in certain self-organized periodic
chemical reactions, such as Liesegang’s or Belousov-Zhabotinsky’s reactions, the product of
molecular weight of precipitate, precipitation length period, and speed of precipitation is of the order
of universal Planck’s quantum of actionh. Based on the fact that the classical and quantum
diffusions are processes, which are indistinguishable in the configuration space, a quantum criterion
in terms of diffusion constants has been established. This criterion enables one to find out conditions
under which the quantum behavior of self-organized periodic reactions can be observed. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1763574#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Periodical precipitation of reaction products and oscil
tory behavior of certain chemical reactions, known from t
literature, such as Liesegang’s effect, chemical waves
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reactions,1,2 are now usually consid
ered to be spectacular demonstrations of self-organizatio
nonequilibrium thermodynamic systems. As these mostly
organic reactions deny the traditional view on chemical
netics, characterized by the natural tendency of reaction
reach by the shortest way the state of equilibrium, they w
in the past interpreted even as a precursor of life proce
~Bautrieb due to theLebenskraft!.2 Moreover, in the 1930s
another very peculiar feature of some of these reactions
discovered,3 namely, that the ‘‘effective diffusion action’
which is defined,4 as a product of characteristic macroscop
period of precipitation patternsl, macroscopically observe
‘‘speed of diffusion’’v and molecular weight of the precip
tated end-productM is of the order of Planck’s universa
constanth56.63310234J/Hz well known from quantum
mechanics, i.e.,

Mvl'h. ~1!

It should be noted here that in the case where the
‘‘speed of diffusion’’ cannot be observed directly~e.g., as a
speed of chemical wave!, it is, as a rule, identified with the
ratio l/t, wheret means the duration of precipitation. A be
ter quantitative agreement with the experiment~up to 1%
accuracy! can be achieved by completing the left-hand s
of relation ~1! by a geometric factor~e.g., 4p for three-
dimensional case! and by a factor characterizing the limitin
influence of environment where diffusion takes place, tor
osity, which is of the order of unity.5

There is no consensus concerning relation~1! in scien-
tific community. It was found by various scholars to be eith
accidental without any deeper physical meaning or en
matic, with something very important behind. Such divers
in opinions is partially due to the traditional, rather subje

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
semicon@fzu.cz
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tive distinguishing between macroscopic and microsco
phenomena. The quantitiesv andl on the left-hand side of
Eq. ~1! are, namely, in contrast toM essentially macroscopic
they are, e.g., accessible to the observation by unaided
while Planck’s quantum of action on the right-hand side
regarded to be characteristic of tiny quantum processes o
atomic scale. There are several attempts to explain this c
osity theoretically. For example, there is a very straightf
ward interpretation of relation~1! ~Ref. 3! using a concept of
the de Broglie wave known from elementary quantum m
chanics as a wave controlling the probability amplitude o
particle ~onde pilotRef. 6!. Accordingly, we have reputedly
to do with the de Broglie probability pilot wave of an ab
stract particle of mass equal to the massM of the end-
product molecule moving with the ‘‘speed of diffusion’’v. It
is further assumedad hocthat the wavelengthh/Mv of this
de Broglie-like wave coincides with some integer multiple
the period of precipitation, what is just that meets the wa
Such a simplistic exploitation of quantum ideas and qu
formal approach to the problem, tolerable in pioneeri
works, together with the obscure concepts involved is, as
believe, the very reason which has led to the skeptic
aimed against the quantum theoretical interpretation of
~1! and for years effectively damped the activities in th
interesting field.

The authors are convinced that the numerous obse
tions confirming the validity of Eq.~1! in quite different
experimental situations~for review, see e.g., Ref. 4! are not
likely to be all accidental and thus they are worthy of furth
study. We are thus trying, using the arguments on a q
elementary level, to turn the attention of researchers to so
aspects which may be of importance for understanding
this empirical formula. The problems closely related to t
self-organizationper seare, however, left aside in the prese
text.

II. A QUANTUM CRITERION

There is a very useful criterion enabling one to dec
whether a particular physical problem belongs to the dom
of classical or quantum physics. It can be formulated as
lows ~Ref. 7, cf Sommerfeld in Ref. 8!. In every case where
il:
9 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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the quantity of type of action relevant to a given physic
problem is comparable with Planck’s quantum of actionh,
the problem can be solved consistently only within the fra
of the quantum theory. Note, there is no further requirem
put on the absolute scale of the system. If any particu
system according to this criterion is a quantum system, it
be microscopic or macroscopic as well! One can see at
glance that this criterion implies immediately the quantu
nature of the periodical precipitation and of chemical wav
experimentally described by Eq.~1! only if one admits that
its left-hand side represents the ‘‘relevant quantity of ty
action.’’

The quantityMvl has, of course, the physical dime
sion of action but the adequacy of its construction as a pr
uct of quantitiesM, v, andl remains uncertain. The physica
meaning ofl may be regarded to be more-or-less clear, it
e.g., the distance between subsequent Liesegang’s rings
resenting the minimal path which has to be passed by
ticles forming the precipitate. On the other side, it is qu
obvious that the actual length of random walk of diffusi
Brownian particle~molecule! must be about orders of mag
nitude longer. Similarly,M, being the mass of a single mo
ecule of end-product and thus possibly not taking a par
the diffusion at all, is evidently also of questionable re
evance. Even more problematic is the justification of the
of quantity v sometimes computed, as already mention
above, as the ratiol/t. It is not the ‘‘speed of diffusion’’
what is introduced here but it is in fact the timet character-
izing the duration of the process of precipitation as a wh
and the quantityl which enters for the second time tacit
the left-hand side term of Eq.~1!. The meaning of quantityv
thus remains unclear. Interestingly, as was pointed out
Mach,9 the confusions of a very similar type almost inva
dated the applicability of Maupertuis’s ‘‘principe de la moin-
dre quantitéd’action’’ in its original form where the quantity
of action was for the first time defined. The revision of th
concept for purely mechanical case due to Euler8 has shown
that the properly defined quantity of action should cont
the instant velocity of a system in the explicit form as
independent parameter. In fact, the phase space was i
duced in this way into the classical mechanics.

Even this short excursion shows that the quantities fr
the left-hand side of Eq.~1! are not apt to represent th
physical system under consideration convincingly. To ans
the question of ‘‘why the fanciful mix of quantitiesMvl
gives a well defined universal constanth’’ it is necessary to
construct the action from other quantities more transpare
related to the system under investigation, to make clear
relation of these new quantities to the quantitiesM, v, andl
and then, possibly, to apply the quantum criterion.

III. SPEED OF DIFFUSION

Assuming that the decisive process controlling the p
odic precipitation or oscillating reactions is the diffusion
reactants~i.e., we consider the so-called Nernst-Brunn
limit of chemical kinetics!, we need for the construction o
the corresponding ‘‘relevant quantity of type action’’ th
definition of something like the instant ‘‘speed of diffusion
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If we, for the sake of simplicity, confine ourselves only
one dimension, the diffusion can be described by the follo
ing differential equation~Fick’s law!:

]n/]t5D~]2n/]x2!, ~2!

wheren(x,t) means the concentration andD the diffusion
constant. For continuousn(x,t) the ‘‘speed of diffusion’’ is
not well defined or it has to be assumed to be infinite. T
statement can be elucidated by the following argument.10 If
the concentrationn of a substance at timet50 is finite only
in a certain bounded region~e.g., n5const.), being identi-
cally zero out of this region, the equation implies that af
an arbitrarily small time intervaldt the concentration at any
point of the whole space is non-zero, so that the transpor
matter to any distant point would be instantaneous, i.e., w
an infinite speed. On the other side, taking into account
discrete molecular structure of ordinary matter, the conc
tration at a given point should remain zero till it is reach
by the first diffusing particle~molecule!, i.e., the velocity
should be finite in any case. In spite of this unpleasant d
cordance between molar and molecular approach to the
fusion, there is a possibility of meaningful definition of i
speed even within the continuous approximation ofn (x,t).
Let us assume that at timet50 there areN particles concen-
trated in the planex50 ~source layer!. In this case the solu-
tion of Eq. ~2! reads

n~x,t !5N/~2ApDt !exp~2x2/4Dt !. ~3!

Since the times of Fourier it has been a well-know
property of solution~3! ~known as a source-integral! that the
time record of concentration taken in a neighborhood o
certain fixed pointx has a local maximum. The mathematic
condition for this maximum reads]n/]t50. This is, how-
ever, according to Eq.~2!, equivalent to the condition
]2n/]x250 ~for constantDÞ0). The second space deriva
tive of solution~3! gives then the expression

]2n/]x25$N/4Ap~Dt !3%exp~2x2/4Dt !$~x2/2Dt !21%.
~4!

Using now the above-mentioned condition for extremum,
obtain immediately

x252Dt. ~5!

The time derivative of this formula provides equation

xu5D, ~6!

whereu5(]x/]t) has evidently physical meaning of the in
stant speed of transfer of concentration maximum. As
quantityu, in fact, represents the movement of the most n
merous swarm of diffusing molecules, it is quite reasona
just to callu the ‘‘instant speed of diffusion.’’ It is a remark
able circumstance that Eqs.~5! and ~6! are practically the
same as the equations describing random walk of a sin
Brownian particle~molecule!.11,12 The only differences are
that here isx no more the position of the concentration max
mum but the mean-square-rootA^x2& of the position of a
particular Brownian particle at timet andu has a meaning of
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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its mean-square root of stochastic speedA^U2&. If we start,
namely, from an alternative form of Fick’s law~2! in a
probabilistic notation, i.e., from

Uw52D~]w/]x!, ~2a!

where the probability density is defined asw5n/N, U is the
stochastic speed and (Uw) has the meaning of the probabi
ity flux, we obtain for the mean-square of the stochas
speed the expression~the integrals here are taken over t
range from2` to 1`!

^U2&5E ~U2w!dx5D2E ~1/w!~]w/]x!2dx. ~7!

In consequence of evident inequality$(]w/]x)/w
1x/^x2&%2>0, one obtains after a simple algebra th
*(1/w)(]w/]x)2dx>1/̂ x2& and therefore eventually

A^x2&A^U2&>D, ~8!

where equality in this ‘‘uncertainty relation’’ takes place f
the probability distribution corresponding just to the sou
integral ~3!. Because Eqs.~6! and ~8! describe the same
physical process of diffusion, the diffusion constantsD must
naturally be identical for the microscopic as well as for t
macroscopic cases and simultaneously the relationsu
5A^U2& andx5A^x2& must be valid. We can thus conclud
that a typical ‘‘average’’ Brownian particle follows the pos
tion of the concentration maximum or in other words that
most significant packet of diffusing molecules consists
‘‘average’’ Brownian particles.

As we believe, this is just the way how Planck’s unive
sal constant can in principle enter essentially macrosco
Eq. ~6!. Namely, if the microscopic movement of a Brownia
particle of massM would be controlled by a purely quantum
process, where the diffusion constant in three dimensi
should have Fu¨rth’s limiting value ofD5DQ ~Ref. 13!,

DQ5h/4pM , ~9!

then Eq.~6! will formally attain the same form as empirica
Eq. ~1!, i.e.,

4pMux5h, ~10!

provided that the experimentally observed quantitiesv andl
are identified withu5A^U2& ~speed of diffusion! and x
5A^x2& ~distance spanned by diffusion!, respectively.

IV. RESEMBLANCE OF QUANTUM AND BROWNIAN
MOTION IN CONFIGURATION SPACE

It seems thus plausible that to prove the quantum na
of Eq. ~1! it is enough to make clear conditions under whi
the numerical value of diffusion constantD attains Fu¨rth’s
value DQ. Unfortunately, realization of this task is by n
means trivial, mainly because the frequently stressed ana
between quantum and Brownian motions14 is rather superfi-
cial and far from being perfect. On the other side, there is
important common characteristic of these two types of s
chastic processes which makes them identical in a cer
sense, namely their Hausdorff’s dimension in the configu
tion space.15,16 To make clearer the relation of this usef
mathematical concept to the present problem we must
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behind the continuous approximation of diffusion repr
sented, e.g., by Eq.~5!. Extrapolating the validity of this
formula from the experimentally verified range to arbitrar
small scales, we can use it, however, for the construction
a more realistic model of movement of a Brownian partic
in the following way.

Let us make intermittent observations of total durationt,
sampling every (t/k) seconds the position of a Brownia
particle, wherek is an arbitrary integer. Every time interva
(t/k) involves some delay and time necessary to determ
the position of the particle. Such a measurement will prov
in one dimension a sequence of intervalsl 1 , l 2 ,...,l k , which
define the apparent length of the path passed through as

Lk5 l 11 l 21¯1 l k . ~11!

As the movement along every of these intervals is, accord
to our assumption, controlled by law~5!, for a sufficiently
largek instead of Eq.~11! we can write

Lk5kA^ l 2&k, ~12!

where indexk means the averaging over allk intervals in Eq.
~11!. It is simultaneously clear that the lengthA^ l 2&k defines
for a givenk also the length resolutionD l k5A^ l 2&k of the
measurement, because the sampling by time intervals (t/k)
evidently ignores the details of the actual path of the Brow
ian particle finer thanD l k . Average speed determined from
the same experiment as (kD l k /t) must, moreover, fulfill the
relation ~8! in the form ~reduced to equality!

D l k~kD l k /t!5D. ~8a!

It is obvious that the more frequent measurement with a b
ter resolutionD l k will reveal more details of motion of the
Brownian particle. As a result, with increasingk the number
of recorded abrupt changes on the Brownian path will
crease and alsoLk will increase simultaneously. For ver
largek’s ~theoretically fork→1`) the shape of the Brown
ian path will resemble a continuous, at every point nond
ferentiable curve. As was shown by Hausdorff17 such a com-
plicated mathematical object may be, without ambigu
characterized by introducing its~Hausdorff’s! measureL and
generalized dimensiond as follows:

L5Lk~D l k!
d2 l , ~13!

where dimensiond should~and can! be chosen in such a wa
that L is independent ofk. Putting then relations~8a! and
~13! together, we obtain

L5~Dt/D l k!~D l k!
d2 l , ~14!

from which, due to the said independence ofL on k, it im-
mediately follows that Hausdorff’s dimension of the Brow
ian motion isd52 ~cf. e.g., Ref. 15!.

As was shown by Abbott and Wise,16 just the same
Hausdorff’s dimension in the configuration space (d52) has
to be ascribed to the jiggling movement~Zitterbewegung! of
a quantum particle. This can be proved very easily usi
instead of Eq.~8a!, common Heisenberg’s uncertainty rel
tion in a ~reduced! form

D l k~MkD l k /t!5h/4p, ~15!
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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preserving the previous meanings of all quantities involv
The corresponding ‘‘quantum’’ expression for Hausdorf
measure then reads

L5~ht/4pMD l k!~D l k!
d2 l . ~16!

This formula gives the same value ford52 as Eq.~14!
and can be obtained from it by a formal substitution ofDQ

for D. Because both quantum and Brownian motions hav
the configuration space exactly the same Hausdorff’s dim
sion revealed, e.g., by the intermittent measurement
scribed above, the quantum jiggling can be, from the p
nomenological point of view, considered as a continuation
the Brownian motion down the smaller scales. This circu
stance enables us to treat the diffusion of a particular m
ecule together with its quantum jiggling movement as
single stochastic process, formally described by a conven
combination of classical stochastic and quantum diffus
constants,DS andDQ, respectively. Using analogy with th
composition rule for independent mobilities well-know
from electrochemistry, we can tentatively write

D5DSDQ/~DS1DQ!. ~17!

Then quantum limit is represented by the inequalityDS

@DQ, which ensures thatD'DQ. The quantum effects
should prevail in the case, whereDS attains a very high
value, or in other words, if the diffusing particle is decoupl
from all stochastic sources in environment which are no
quantum nature. We claim that just this inequality, i.e.,

DS@DQ, ~18!

with the accompanying physical meaning mentioned ab
is the condition we are looking for. If this takes plac
namely, Eq.~10! and consequently Eq.~1! are valid, satisfy-
ing simultaneously the quantum criterion.

To assess the range of validity of inequality~18! it is
necessary to evaluate stochastic diffusion constantDS.
Somewhat crude estimate for ball-like particles~molecules!
without observable persistency in motion can be provided
a classical Einstein–von Smoluchowski’s formula,11 the use
of which is justified rather by practical than physical reaso
Then condition~18! reads

kBT/3pha@h/4pM , ~19!

whereh is the dynamic viscosity of environment,T the ab-
solute temperature, anda the characteristic dimension of dif
fusing particle~molecule!. To find out among various aque
ous solutions at room temperature molecular systems
which the ‘‘quantum’’ behavior is to be expected, we put
Eq. ~19! T5300 K andh51023 kg m21 s21. The resulting
condition is

8.431015@a/M , ~20!

where a is in meters and M5(1.67310227

3molecular weight) in kilograms. Taking fora the ionic
diameter,18 we can see that, e.g., sodium, calcium, and silv
for which ratios~20! have values 6.031015, 3.431015, and
9.031014, respectively, are good candidates for ‘‘quantum
Brownian particles. For H1 ions ~i.e., protons! which are the
most mobile ions in aqueous solutions condition~18! is also
Downloaded 07 Sep 2006 to 147.231.126.158. Redistribution subject to A
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valid in spite of the fact that estimate~20! ~with the ionic
diametera'10211m) provides rather a high value;1.2
31016. It can be accounted for by the fact that the system
protons in water being a Fermionic system requires a con
quent quantum-theoretical treatment~involving, e.g., Pauli
exclusion principle!, which is essentially noncompatible wit
classical formula~20!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

By means of elementary arguments without mathem
cal rigor we have shown how the universal Planck’s const
h, which is usually considered a characteristic of microphy
cal processes on an atomic scale, can enter the descriptio
certain chemical reactions producing macroscopic patte
periodic both in space and time~e.g., Liesegang’s rings
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reactions!. Assuming that the kinetics
of these reactions is controlled solely by the diffusion a
considering the relation between the diffusion from the po
source and statistical spreading of a Brownian particle, it w
concluded that macroscopically observed parameters of
periodic reactions may be simultaneously regarded as c
acteristics of stochastic motions on a molecular level.

It was further shown that in the configuration space a
by intermittent observations, which resemble the actual
servations performed on periodic patterns, the classical
quantum stochastic processes are practically indistingu
able. This remarkable fact enabled us to formulate in ter
of the classical and quantum diffusion constants the con
tion where the quantum stochastic process should preva
was shown on the basis of this criterion that very likely the
should be ions in aqueous solutions having macroscopic
observable quantum behavior.
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Abstract

The present paper deals with an interesting problem, unresolved for more than 70 years, concerning class of

diffusion-controlled periodic chemical reactions, where macroscopically observed diffusion action attains, with

appreciable accuracy, the value of Planck’s quantum _. Starting from the classical Einstein–von Smoluchowski theory

of Brownian movement and making use of a significant fact that classical and quantum Brownian processes are

essentially indistinguishable in configuration space, a simple criterion for the accessibility of Fürth’s quantum diffusion

limit has been formulated. The application of this criterion to experimental data has proved that the quantum nature of

a stochastic process controlling these periodic reactions is very likely.

r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 82.40.Ck; 05.40.Jc

Keywords: Periodic reactions; Quantum diffusion; Brownian motion
1. Introduction

1.1. Periodic reactions

Periodic chemical reactions, known from the
second half of the 19th century [1], perform a
curious class of reactions generating macroscopic
patterns periodic both in space and time. They are
mostly considered to be spectacular demonstra-
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserve

yse.2005.05.012

ng author. Tel.: +420 220 318 411;

43 184.

ss: semicon@fzu.cz (J.J. Mareš).
tions of self-organization due to the non-equili-
brium nature of thermodynamic processes
involved. As these reactions violate traditional
view on chemical kinetics characterized by the
natural tendency to reach the equilibrium by the
shortest way, they have been interpreted as a
precursor of life processes [2].
1.2. Quantized diffusion action

In the 1930s, besides the fact that the kinetics
of periodic reactions is controlled by diffusion
d.

www.elsevier.com/locate/physe
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of a trunk of larch tree showing annual

growth rings, reputedly a special kind of self-organized

Liesegang’s rings.

J.J. Mareš et al. / Physica E 29 (2005) 145–149146
(so called Nernst–Brunner kinetics), another pe-
culiar and somewhat enigmatic feature of these
reactions was discovered [3] which may be
concisely expressed as

Mvl � _, (1)

where M is the molecular weight of precipitate, v

the speed of spreading of reaction fronts, l the
length parameter of reaction patterns and _ ¼

1:05 � 10�34 Js Planck’s universal constant. For a
particular configuration of the system in which
reaction takes place the left-hand side of Eq. (1)
should be completed by a geometric factor (e.g. 2
for three- and 1=p for two-dimensional case) and
by so-called tortuosity characterizing the detailed
topology of the system. As a rule, the resulting
factor is of order unity.

Besides periodic reactions revealing the beha-
viour as described by Eq. (1) for which the
chemical nature of processes involved is comple-
tely known, such as Liesegang’s rings or Belou-
sov–Zhabotinsky’s waves [1], there are also cases
where the straightforward interpretation in terms
of periodic reaction is somewhat questionable,
nevertheless, Eq. (1) is valid with an appreciable
accuracy. A rather curious interpretation of
annual growth rings which has been proposed in
1954 by W. Schaaffs [12] may serve as an example
(see Fig. 1). It is assumed that we have to do here
with a special kind of Liesegang’s reaction with
a cylindrical symmetry for which the following
relation is expected

Ml2=pt ¼ _, (10)

where M is the molecular weight of precipitating
cellulose, l the distance between neighbouring
annual rings and t the growth period. Then, taking
into account that the glucose-based polymer
cellulose having empirical formula (C6H10O5)N is
known to create, in wood, the chains of average
polymerization degree N � 400, its molecular
weight may be determined immediately as
M � 400 � 162 � 1:67 � 10�27 ¼ 1:08 � 10�22 kg.
Admitting further for the distance between annual
rings a value l � 5 � 10�3 m and for the duration
of the season an estimate t � 8 � 106 s we obtain
an ‘‘incredibly exact’’ figure for Planck’s constant,
namely _ � 1:07 � 10�34 Js.
Of course, similar periodic patterns having this
‘‘quantum’’ property (1) are encountered in the
nature astonishingly frequently and are undoubt-
edly of high scientific significance. However, as we
believe, to identify without ambiguity the periodic
chemical reactions resulting in the observed
patterns would require much more critical analysis
of chemical processes behind than it is done in the
example given above.
1.3. Early explanations

The spectacular image of these periodic phe-
nomena suggested that there must likely be some
wave process involved [2] and, of course, in case
where _ is in play, this wave process should be a
quantum one. That is why practically all early
explanations of relation (1), in somewhat simplistic
way, make direct use of the concept of de Broglie
pilot wave [4]. Accordingly, de Broglie wave
controlling the space probability distribution of a
molecule enhances the precipitation at points
where the probability of sojourn of the molecules
is maximal, i.e. at points departed by certain
multiples of de Broglie wavelength l. In spite of
the fact that this idea seems to be compatible with
relation (1) there persisted a strong feeling that we
have to do with a non-justified extrapolation of
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quantum concepts to the range of macroscopic
phenomena.
2. Model

2.1. Diffusion and Brownian motion

On the basis of elementary analysis of diffusion
equation (i.e. Fick’s law, which is for the sake of
simplicity written here for one dimension only)

qn=qt ¼ Dq2n=qx2, (2)

where n is the concentration of reactant and D the
diffusion coefficient, one can conclude that the
movement of ‘‘average’’ Brownian particle (i.e.
single molecule of reactant) [5,6] is controlled by
exactly the same equations as the movement of
concentration maximum induced by a spreading of
finite point source, namely

x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2Dt
p

, (3)

where x has a meaning either of the mean position
of particle or of the concentration maximum. In
terms of the diffusion speed defined as v ¼ qx=qt

the equation reads

xv ¼ D. (4)

Notice that v has alternatively the meaning of
the mean stochastic velocity of a single molecule
and thus the movement of diffusion reaction front
provides in this sense a macroscopic picture of the
movement of an ‘‘average’’ single molecule.

What remains then is to clarify the conditions
under which the diffusion constant D may attain
Fürth’s value DQ ¼ _=2M (see below). In this case,
namely, formula (1) would follow immediately
from Eq. (4).

2.2. Stochastic quantum mechanics

There are various attempts, motivated by the
feeling of dissatisfaction with some very basic
quantum concepts, to treat quantum motion as
some kind of a stochastic process. The key
provides the close analogy between the diffusion
equation and Schrödinger equation proposed by
Fürth [7]. Accordingly, these equations may be
mapped one onto another by substituting for
diffusion coefficient the value

iDQ ¼ i_=2M (5)

and/or identifying tentatively the universal noise
source behind the assumed stochastic process with
electromagnetic zero-point fluctuations of vacuum
[8,9]. Such attempts to interpret quantum me-
chanics as a stochastic theory, however, bring
about serious problems. The classical Einstein–von
Smoluchowski description of diffusion (i.e. of
special case of Brownian motion of a small
particle) is essentially a description of Markovian
stochastic process. Any stochastic process in the
phase space assumed to underlie motion of a small
quantum particle, however, cannot be Markovian,
because, by definition, its state at t ¼ 0 determines
the probability of states at any later time t. In
other words, the particle has ‘‘memory’’. On the
other side, intermittent measurements performed
in the configuration space reducing repeatedly the
wave packet of a particle may cause the ‘‘memory’’
to be lost and the process can be treated as
Markovian. Consequently, e.g. fractal Hausdorff’s
dimensions of Brownian and quantum motions
in the configuration space are identical (d ¼ 2)
[10,11].

2.3. Fürth’s limit condition

The fact that the Brownian and quantum
diffusions are indistinguishable by intermittent
measurements performed in configuration space
(and this is just the equivalent of experimental
techniques by means of which the periodic
chemical reactions are investigated!) justifies the
direct comparison of empirical diffusion coeffi-
cients with Fürth’s value DQ ¼ _=2M. Assuming,
namely, that the noise sources behind classical and
quantum stochastic behaviour are independent,
the resulting diffusion has to be given by a
superposition of quantum and classical stochastic
diffusions which are described by coefficients
DQ and DS, respectively. Obviously, the diffusion
coefficient attains its maximal value (theoretically
D ! 1) just if the ambient puts no constrains on
the free movement of a particle, and consequently,
this quantity is formally analogous to e.g. electric
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration to the derivation of formula (6).

(a) Quantum jiggling superposed on classical Brownian path;

(b) extracted classical path; (c) Brownian path corresponding to

the case where DS ! 1; (d) equivalent circuit for simultaneous

quantum and classical diffusion as depicted in (a).
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conductance (cf. Fig. 2). Two simultaneous diffu-
sion processes with coefficients DS and DQ are thus
represented by a diffusion coefficient D corre-
sponding to DS and DQ connected in series, i.e.

D ¼ DSDQ=ðDS þ DQÞ. (6)

It is then easy to show by comparison with
empirical data that there are numerous cases
where D � DQ (e.g. H+, Na+, Ca2+ and Ag+

ions in aqueous solutions at room temperature),
what enables us to give to the question formulated
in the title an affirmative answer. Moreover, in
accordance with formula (6) the accessibility of
Fürth’s limit may be formally expressed as follows
[11]:

DS4DQ. (7)

The very physical meaning of this condition is to
provide a quantitative estimate for the partial
decoupling of particle from the sources of classical
noise, which is sufficient for reaching a quantum
diffusion regime in a real system.
3. Conclusions

Basing on the classical Einstein–von Smolu-
chowski description of diffusion as a particular
case of Brownian motion and on the fact that the
Brownian and quantum movements are indistin-
guishable by intermitted measurements in config-
uration space, we have shown that a certain class
of self-organized periodic reactions characterized
by empirical dispersion relation (1) has to be very
likely controlled by Fürth’s quantum diffusion of
reactants.
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Appendix A

Biographical note: Reinhold Fürth was born on
20 October 1893 in Prague. He studied mathe-
matics and physics in the German part of Charles
University of Prague and received his doctor
degree (1916) under the supervision of A. Lampa
and P. Frank for the work dealing with opales-
cence in liquid binary mixtures. In 1931 he
accepted a call to a full professorship in his alma

mater staying there till 1939, when he was, as a
Jew, on the basis of Nuremberg laws, expelled
from the University. During this Prague period,
there appeared his most valuable works related to
the experimental and theoretical investigations on
Brownian motion and also the fundamental
pioneering paper [7] on formal analogy between
description of quantum mechanical and classical
stochastic processes. After his emigration (1939),
he worked together with M. Born in Edinburgh.
Then, in the year 1947, he became a Reader of
Physics Department at the Birkbeck College in
London and in this post also retired in 1961.
He died on 17 July 1979 at Chislehurst (UK).
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R. Fürth is known as a careful editor of works of
A. Einstein [5] and M. von Smoluchowski [6] and
has authored the following books: Schwankung-

serscheinungen in der Physik (Vieweg u. Sohn,
Braunschweig, 1920), Einführung in die Theore-

tische Physik (Springer Verlag, Wien, 1936) and
Fundamental Principles of Modern Theoretical

Physics (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1970).
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9

10 Abstract

11

12 In contrast to the traditional viewing of reaction mechanism as a time-continuous progress of sequent intermediate states the

13 feedback oscillatory self-organisation is investigated. Some cases of solid-state reactions are analyzed but main interest is

14 directed to the ‘‘principle of the least action’’, introduced into the science by P.L.M. Maupertuis in 1744. It is used for the

15 evaluation of diffusion action of propagating Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) waves where the diffusion action is calculated as the

16 product: K � k� m � l� u, K is the diffusivity factor (K ¼ 1 for one-dimensional space, K ¼ 2 for two-dimensional space,

17 K ¼ 4p for three-dimensional space), k is the tortuosity factor (k ¼ 1 for water non-restricted solutions, k > 1 for gels,

18 membranes, glasses, etc.), m is the mass of Hþ cations creating the propagating osmotic wave, l represents a path necessary for

19 the accumulation of Hþ in order to overcome the opposing pressure of the surroundings and u is the propagation speed of BZ

20 waves. The examination of data available from literature revealed a strong tendency of successive target and spiral waves in

21 water solutions (k ¼ 1) to minimize their action to a characteristic value h ¼ 6:63 � 0:06 � 10�34 J s, having a striking

22 coincidence with the Planck constant of microcosms. # 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
23

24 Keywords: Chemical reaction; Reaction mechanism; Self-organization; Solidified lamellae; Belousov–Zhabotinsky waves; Diffusion action;

25 Quantity of action; Tortuosity factor; Osmotic wave; Dispersion relation; Planck constant; One-dimensional propagation
26

27 1. Introduction

28 If an experimentalist would face chaotic trends in

29 his resulting data while studying chemical reactions in

30 an apparently closed system he would refuse such

31 results reasoning that the experiment was not satis-

32 factory completed due to not well enough defined

33 reaction conditions, unknown disturbing effects from

34 surroundings, etc. Such an attitude has habitual basis

35in traditional view common in classical thermody-

36namics that the associated dissipation of energy is

37steadily decelerated to reach its minimum (often close

38to zero) at a certain stable state (adjacent to equili-

39brium). In such a case we are examining the reaction

40mechanism as a time-continuous development of reg-

41ularly successive states. In many cases, however, the

42reaction is initiated to start far away from its equili-

43brium or external contributions are effectual (partly

44open system) or reaction intermediates play a role of

45doorway agents (feedback catalysis) so that the see-

46mingly chaotic (oscillatory) behavior is not an arte-

47facts but a real scientific output worth of a more

48detailed inspection. In this case the reaction mechan-
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49 ism is understood not only in its traditional terms of

50 time-continuous progress but also as a reflection of

51 reaction time-rejoinder which feedback character

52 yields rather complex structure of self-organization

53 [1–3]. In most cases oscillatory trends are still sensed

54 as a curiosity and the source of apprehension than an

55 interesting phenomenon common in nature and thus

56 worth of further investigation.

57 The best example is the basic occurrence of life as a

58 self-replicating, mutable macro-molecular system

59 capable to interact with its surroundings (supply of

60 energy). It involves auto-catalysis that is a process in

61 which the given compound serves as a catalyst of its

62 own synthesis. Certain biopolymers exhibit such an

63 inquisitive property that is basis for self-reproduction,

64 i.e. the feature enabling agglomerates of molecules

65 (possessing similar starting capability—concentra-

66 tion) to develop preferentially for those molecules

67 that grow to become dominant (morfogenese) [4–6].

68 It means that a particular linear sequence of nucleo-

69 tides must code for non-random sequences of ami-

70 noacids having auto-catalytic properties furthering

71 their replication to provide a preferential reproduction.

72 Other coding than provide less effective proteins and

73 their replications are proceeding more slowly. By

74 mutual co-operative actions of such autocatalytic

75 reactions a larger self-regulating system can be cre-

76 ated (gastrulation) to show the cyclic reproduction,

77 exhibiting fixed time of repetition [4,6] as an impor-

78 tant attribute of life. Enzymes that are big proteins

79 molecules acting as biological catalysts and acceler-

80 ating chemical reactions without being consumed by

81 them play most important role. Their activity is spe-

82 cific for a certain set of chemical substrates and it is

83 dependent on various boundary conditions (concen-

84 tration and acidity-pH of reactants) and interactions

85 with its surroundings (input fluxes of heat and mass

86 and/or force fields such as gravity or temperature). The

87 system is evidently far from its equilibrium and its

88 fertile behavior cannot be explained by the classically

89 viewed equilibrium thermodynamics that is sufficient

90 to describe the formation of stable static structures (as

91 crystals). Unlike ordinary static equilibrium states,

92 such self-catalyzed states that are created away from

93 the equilibrium are unstable because a small perturba-

94 tion may lead precipitously to new states rich in their

95 variety. It can be seen not only within the biological

96 systems above mentioned but also in less known, but

97not less significant systems in physical and chemical

98world of inorganic substances [7–9].

99As said before in chemical kinetics we are typically

100looking to reveal reaction mechanism within the

101inspection of the processes sequential progress (and

102for solid-state reactions also for its spatial distribu-

103tion). For a simplified description we can use various

104equations suitable to globally monitor wide variety of

105auto-catalytic reactions (models suitable to match

106overall phenomenology) often completed by non-inte-

107gral exponents acknowledged in the fractal geometry

108[10–12]. However, the aim of our contribution is

109contrary. We shall try to look at the reaction mechan-

110ism from another point of view not searching for the

111sequential progress but looking at the oscillation

112regularity and possible links that may join various

113oscillatory regimes and patterns by a generalized

114numerical constant, similarly to the Feingenbaum

115constant of convergence (equal to 4.6692016) deter-

116mined to hold for various geometrical functions.

1172. Oscillatory regimes in some inorganic
118systems

119For example it is well known that resistors carrying

120large electrical current can exhibit negative differen-

121tial resistance, i.e. currents that even decreases with

122increasing voltage supporting oscillations, rather than

123steady currents. Another example may be shown when

124studying instabilities that occur in thin wafers in

125certain semiconductors (GaAs). If the electrical poten-

126tial across the semiconductor exceeds a critical value

127the steady current that is stable at lower potentials,

128abruptly gives way to periodical changes in the cur-

129rent, often called Gunn oscillations [13]. Statistics

130show that the stability of such a non-equilibrium

131steady state is reflected in the behavior of the mole-

132cular/atomic fluctuations that became larger and larger

133as the steady state becomes more and more unstable

134finally becoming cooperative on a long-range order. In

135many cases this effect is hidden by our insensitive way

136of observations, particularly for those reactions that

137we let start far from equilibrium first to exhibit non-

138equilibrium phenomena but latter either decaying

139(disappearing) close to its steadiness or abruptly

140stopped (freezed-in) by quenching (renowned amor-

141phous state of non-crystallites).

2 J. Stávek et al. / Thermochimica Acta 6935 (2002) 1–10
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142 Inorganic solid-state reactions are often assumed to

143 proceed via branching [14]. Let us assume a simple

144 case of synthesis known in the production of cement

145 assuming ideal and real reactions hypothetically sup-

146 posed to follow processes taking place during silicates

147 formation [11,15]. There are two starting solid reac-

148 tants A (CaO) and B (SiO2) undergoing synthesis

149 according the scheme shown below (left) to yield

150 the final product AB (CaSiO3) either directly or via

151 transient products A2B (CaSi2O4) and A3B (CaSi3O5).

152 The formation of these intermediate products depends,

153 beside the standard thermodynamic and kinetic fac-

154 tors, on their local concentrations. If A is equally

155 distributed and so covered by the corresponding

156 amount of B the production of AB follows standard

157 kinetic portrayal (left headed arrow). For a real mix-

158 ture, however, the component A may not be statisti-

159 cally distributed everywhere so that the places rich in

160 A may effect the reaction mechanism to prefer the

161 formation of A2B (or even A3B) the latter decomposi-

162 tion of which is due to delayed reacting with deficient

163 B that is becoming responsible for the time prolonga-

164 tion of reaction completion. If the component A tends

165 to agglomerate the condition of intermediate synthesis

166 become more favorable undertaking thus the role of

167 rate controlling process. The entire course of reaction

168 can consequently exhibit an oscillation regime due to

169 the temporary consumption of the final product AB,

170 which is limited to small neighboring areas. If the

171 intermediates act as the process catalyst the oscillation

172 course is pronounced showing yet more regular nature.

173 Their localized fluctuation micro-character is, how-

174 ever, difficult to be detected by direct physical macro-

175 observations and can be only believed upon secondary

176 characteristics read from the resulting structure (final

177 morphology):

178 Local effect of counter-diffusion would become

179 another important factor that may not only accelerate

180 above mentioned oscillations but can often outcome

181 most of the interface reaction (see above scheme on

182 right). As a result many of peritectic and eutectic

183reactions turn out to be in an oscillatory regime

184providing regularly layered structures. For example,

185the directional solidification of the PbCl2–AgCl eutec-

186tic [16,17]] is driven by temperature gradient and

187provides lamellar structure separated repetitively at

188almost equal lamellae partition (see Fig. 1a). Solidi-

189fication under microgravity starts with higher under-

190cooling compared with that observed in terrestrial

191condition obviously due to the lack of convection.

192Typically gravity enhanced mass transfer leads to the

193effect of coarsening experienced at prolonged time

194and often increased temperatures. Similar pattern one

195can find on many other cases from shall ripening to

196sediments and variety of biological patterns and there

197arise a question why this separation is so regular and

198what are its grounds.

199Oscillatory scheme is very important for all lively

200processes taking place far from equilibrium. The

201customary case often repeated are the curious circum-

202stances emerging upon heating a thin layer of liquid

203from below (known as Rayleigh–Bénard hydrody-

204namic instabilities, see Fig. 2). First the heat passes

205through the fluid by conduction but at certain, well-

206defined critical point of intensified heating, the gra-

207dient pattern changes spontaneously but abruptly to a

208self-organized system of almost hexagonal cells. This

209high degree of their molecular organization becomes

210possible through the transfer of energy from micro-

211scopic thermal motion to macroscopic convention

212currents acting under the force field of gravity. Even

213more important is the domain of oscillatory processes

214common in chemistry, particularly known as the

215Belousov–Zhabotinsky (further abbreviated as BZ)

216reaction [7–9,18] (see Fig. 3).

217These processes were successfully simulated by use

218of computers. Most famous is the scheme known as

219‘‘Brussellator’’ [1,8,19] describing so called cross-

220catalytic reactions involving two reactants A and B

221and two products Z and P. The intermediates are X and

222Y and the catalytic loop is caused by multiplication of

223the intermediates X, see scheme below. Right graph

J. Stávek et al. / Thermochimica Acta 6935 (2002) 1–10 3
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224 illustrates the input effect of reactant concentration

225 within the given reaction mechanism (at the threshold

226 concentration of A the steady subcritical region

227 changes from the sterile to the fertile course of action

228 capable of oscillations in supercritical region.

229 Although first assumed hypothetically it enabled to

230 visualise the auto-catalytic nature of many processes

231 and gave to them the necessary practical dimension

232 when applied to various reality situations:

233 Latter this scheme was associated to be close to the

234 system of the glycolytic energetic cycles where the

235oscillatory intermediates are adenosintriphosphate

236(ATP) and adenosindiphosphate (ADP).

237In concluding we would like to stress out that

238herewith we shall try to be consonant with familiar

239Prigogine’s generalized ideas of self-organization

240dealt with on different levels [8,20]. The enormous

241collection of experimental data on the behavior of BZ

242waves published throughout the literature represents a

243very good opportunity for a better tuning of this

244concept as we attempt to do it in the forthcoming text

245although we are aware that any break in the traditional

Fig. 1. (a) Quenched-in morphology of the directionally solidified dielectric eutectic of PbCl2–AgCl processed at a high melt undercooling

(DT ¼ 50 K) and growth rate (v ¼ 10 mm/h) at both the terrestrial conditions (G0 ¼ 1, left) and microgravity (G0 ! 0, right). It reveals the

oscillatory growth of PbCl2 lamellae in the crystallographic direction [1 0 0] parallel to the reaction interface (on the left-side of photos). (b)

The lamellae that solidified directionally at terrestrial conditions exhibit, however, characteristic growth defects due to the interference of mass

flow with gravitational field that is absent for the space experimentation. (c) Time-dependent effect of lamellae coarsening providing thus a

common morphology pattern often achieved for prolonged equilibration (not in scale).

4 J. Stávek et al. / Thermochimica Acta 6935 (2002) 1–10
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246 world of physics would be extremely difficult as it was

247 not accepted yet despite several attempts during the

248 past decades. We ventured to coin here the term

249 diffusion action, which expresses the quantity of

250 action induced by diffusion process of Brownian

251 particles. The experimental values of the diffusion

252 actions of the one-dimensional BZ waves might sup-

253 port the theoretical approach that attempts to interpret

254 the concepts of quantum mechanics based on the

255 behavior of Brownian particles [21,22]. The variety

256 of its description about finding mutual links is the goal

257 of this article while the mathematics of non-equili-

258brium thermodynamics was discussed by us elsewhere

259[23].

2603. Historical views

261The non-linear coupling between reaction and dif-

262fusion of ions with their concentrations in the range

263from �1020 to �1023 ions per dm3 leads under some

264circumstances to the appearance of chemical waves.

265When a Russian scientist B.P. Belousov discovered in

266the year 1952 such a spontaneous product of self-

Fig. 3. The rotating spiral wave as a simple case of a reaction–diffusion pattern a kind of BZ two-dimensional waves experimentally observed

for the system H2SO4–NaBrO3–CH2(COOH)2. Illustrative example shows co-rotating (retrograde) meandering wave shaped in spirals to

appear at low malonic acid concentration: (a) the spirals undergo retrograde meandering which for higher concentration turns opposite. At low

sulfuric acid concentration the spiral are stable while for higher concentrations the distance between the successive wavefronts starts to vary

spatially until a large number of small spirals around the edge of the stable spiral emerge; (b) this process can lead to the turbulent state beyond

the convective instability of the spiral; (c) enlargement of the turbulent region is called as the Eckhous instability which is a quite common

phase instability of yet periodic pattern (not in scale).

Fig. 2. The honeycomb Raylleigh–Bénard hydrodynamic temperature instabilities due to the interplay of macroscopic-scale currents driven

by supply of heat (upwards convection) and gravitational field (downwards convection) and acting under the hindrance of viscosity: (a) global

view of cells; (b) detailed view of a cell.

J. Stávek et al. / Thermochimica Acta 6935 (2002) 1–10 5
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267 organization in the form of coaxial rings taking place

268 in some chemically reacting system it took him several

269 years to persuade officials to believe it. He was able to

270 publish his finding in an obscure non-reviewed journal

271 [24] only and later stopped his further scientific

272 research at all. The reaction was followed and

273 improved by Zhabotinsky et al. [25].

274 We should remind that the basic system consists

275 from one/electron redox catalyst [Ce(III)/Ce(IV)], an

276 organic substrate that can be easily brominated and

277 oxidized (citric acid), and bromate ions in the form of

278 KBrO3 dissolved in sulfuric or nitric acid. It is worth to

279 mention that colloid chemists obtained the defined

280 periodic precipitation patterns a long time ago. Ord

281 [26] prepared one-dimensional precipitation patterns

282 in 1879, Pringsheim [27] introduced the concept of

283 osmotic pressure to this field in 1895, Liesegang [28]

284 prepared two-dimensional patterns in 1896, Leduc

285 [29] developed the concept of osmotic pressure waves,

286 as well as many other researchers contributed signifi-

287 cantly to understanding of this subject. Nikiforov [30]

288 in 1931 proposed to characterize the spatial and

289 temporal development of chemical waves by the

290 principle of the least action expressed by Maupertuis

291 [31] in 1744, citing: ‘‘when some change takes place

292 in nature, the quantity of action necessary for the

293 change is the smallest possible. The quantity of action

294 is the product obtained by multiplying the mass of the

295 bodies by their velocity and the distance traveled’’. So

296 far more than hundred different combinations of

297 cations and anions were employed to approve so

298 called Liesegang’s ring formation [32,33] in the liquid

299 phase all of them matching the quantities of action in

300 the order of �10�34 J s. Accounting for the experi-

301 mental difficulties in the estimation of mass of diffus-

302 ing units (irreversible formation of clusters) the

303 coincidence with the Planck quantum constant is

304 striking but yet assumed accidental. It was not dis-

305 cussed properly enough as the Planck constant is

306 firmly associated with microcosms of fundamental

307 particles thus difficult to believe that its soundness

308 can be extended to the macrocosms of diffusing

309 molecules and even further on formation of deposits.

310 Latter such a self-organization attracted deserved

311 attention in a wider analysis of time-symmetry break-

312 ing associated with the emergence of time-periodic

313 solutions known as limit cycles whose period and

314 amplitude are stable and independent of the initial

315conditions. The importance of self-organization was

316approved as they can constitute models of rhythmic

317phenomena observed in nature, beside such chemical

318clocks in [9] more important biological or other

319evolution processes [4,6,34,35]. It became a model

320focus in generalized theory of chaos expressing its

321minute ordering. Curiously even the attempt to ima-

322gine a self-organizing ether (primeval matter) became

323also source of a related ‘‘reaction-diffusion model of

324space-time creation’’ [36] based on 1887 Cu-t’ung

325subatomic wave theory (bipolar ether of mutually

326transmuting states of opposites) to recently even

327compete the traditional idea of ‘‘Big Bang’’ theory.

328Such stable rotating waves observed in this classical

329(ZB) reaction results from the possibility of cascade

330splitting (called bifurcation) which opens the way to

331gradual increase of complexity by a mechanism of

332successive transitions, leading either to the loss of

333stability of a primary branch and the subsequent

334evolution to a secondary solution displaying asymme-

335try in space and/or in time. It is worth mentioning that

336such transitions are sometimes accompanied by some

337remarkable trends, e.g. certain classes of reaction-

338diffusion systems under zero-flux boundary conditions

339may exhibit no net entropy production change when

340the system switches from the thermodynamic branch

341to a dissipative structure [22]. On the other hand there

342is a systematic decrease in entropy in the vicinity of

343bifurcation points known in the associated fields chaos

344[37,38] touching even traditional field of predicting

345weather. It is clear that a lot of research was given to

346the detailed observation of properties of these chemi-

347cal waves and a great number of theories were pro-

348posed in order to characterize the behavior of these

349structures. From the mathematical point of view such

350systems becomes localized at the thermodynamic

351branch and the initially stable solution of the appro-

352priate balance equation bifurcates and the new stable

353solution(s) suddenly appear (likely to overlap) [8,22].

3544. Diffusion action of Brownian particles

355There were many attempts to interpret the concepts

356of quantum mechanics based on the behavior of

357Brownian particles [39,40]. Several groups of colloi-

358dal chemists started to evaluate Liesegang rings for-

359mation by the principle of the least action after the

6 J. Stávek et al. / Thermochimica Acta 6935 (2002) 1–10
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360 year 1931. Liesegang rings precipitate from collec-

361 tions of cations and anions in liquid phase in the

362 presence of some gel forming agents in order to

363 stabilize patterns in the reaction space. Liesegang

364 patterns could be formed from vapor and solid phases

365 and ordered layered and lamellar microstructures can

366 be obtained during the eutectic and peritectic solidi-

367 fications [16] (cf. Fig. 1).

368 Fig. 4a depicts the penetration of cations with their

369 mass m into the surroundings containing anions. The

370 concentration of cations increases along the diffusion

371 path l until the local osmotic pressure of these waves

372 overcomes the pressure opposed by the surroundings.

373 Thus, the symbol l describes a path necessary for the

374 accumulation of Brownian particles in order to over-

375 come the pressure of the surroundings. The symbol l
376 was interpreted as a wavelength of individual Brow-

377 nian particles in earlier interpretations in the period

378 1931–1939. In this contribution the symbol l
379 describes the collective properties of penetrating

380 Brownian particles into their surroundings from their

381source. The value l depends not only on the penetrat-

382ing Brownian particles, but it can be influenced by the

383osmotic pressure of the surroundings (composed from

384both ions involved in the reaction and other active

385particles, temperature, pH, gravity, etc.) and geome-

386trical arrangement of the diffusion process.

387When the concentrations of cations and anions have

388been properly selected, then the local osmotic pressure

389(supersaturation) creates stable nuclei and starts their

390growth. The velocity, with which the diffusion field

391penetrates into the surroundings, is described as the

392propagation velocity u. The action of diffusing ions

393depends also on the geometrical arrangement of the

394experiment—on the dimension of the diffusion experi-

395ment K and this diffusivity factor describes the random

396Brownian motion in the space available for the che-

397mical wave. For one-dimensional space (thin glass

398tubes) K ¼ 1, for two-dimensional space (thin layer in

399a Petri dish) K ¼ 2, in case of three-dimensional

400diffusion experiment the value of K depends on the

401space angle available for diffusion of Brownian par-

Fig. 4. (a) Self-organized wave of Brownian particles diffusing into the surroundings; (b) one-dimensional propagation of BZ waves in thin

tubes in water solutions (*) open glass and Plexiglas tubes (Tatterson and Hudson, [44]) (&) closed glass tubes (Winfree, [45]). The arrows

show a tendency to minimize diffusion action of successive waves during the prolonged time. The solid curve was calculated from the

principle of least action (K ¼ 1, k ¼ 1) and approaches the numerical value very close to the Planck constant for given system (product of

wavelength and diffusion speed).

J. Stávek et al. / Thermochimica Acta 6935 (2002) 1–10 7
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402 ticles from their source. If the whole space is available

403 for the propagation of the chemical waves, then

404 K ¼ 4p. The principle of the least action for collec-

405 tions of Brownian particles penetrating into their

406 surroundings is expressed as the product:

407
K � m � l� u ¼ h: (1)

409

410 Field et al. [41] published a detailed study of the

411 chemical mechanism behind the BZ reaction. This

412 contribution revealed a complicated interplay among

413 the individual components of the recipe. In 1974 Field

414 and Noyes [42] measured the propagation velocities of

415 bands in the BZ reaction in two-dimensional diffusion

416 experiments. These rates were nearly proportional to

417 the product [Hþ]1/2 [BrO3
�]1/2 and were almost inde-

418 pendent of the concentrations of other species in the

419 system. For the description of chemical waves by the

420 principle of the least action the mass of diffusing units

421 m, responsible for the appearance of the concentration

422 waves, has to be exactly determined. The ion Hþ

423 shows the highest mobility among the cations and

424 anions of the BZ recipe and may create the osmotic

425 wave in the direction from the center of the propaga-

426 tion of the observed bands and to start the wave

427 propagation into the surroundings. Tockstein and

428 Treindl [43] reviewed many variations of the original

429 BZ recipe and concluded that the presence of the Hþ

430 cation was necessary for the appearance of these

431 oscillations. This idea can be easily experimentally

432 confirmed or disprove because all quantities: K, dif-

433 fusivity factor, m, mass of Hþ cations responsible for

434 the osmotic wave, l, distance between bands, u,

435 propagation velocity of bands are for the BZ waves

436 available with a reasonable experimental error.

437 5. One-dimensional diffusion action of the
438 Belousov–Zhabotinsky waves

439 In excitable media periodic waves are known to

440 travel at a propagation speed u that represents the

441 product of the distance between patterns l and their

442 frequency n (or its reciprocal value period T). The

443 relation between propagation speed and period (wave-

444 length, frequency) of successive BZ waves, known as

445 the dispersion relation, is important to a better under-

446 standing of wave properties. The dispersion relation in

447 the form of the dependence of the propagation speed u

448on the wavelength l of that wave gives the best idea

449about the diffusion action of penetrating wave into the

450surroundings.

451Tatterson and Hudson [44] substantially improved

452both the recipe of BZ reaction and the technique for a

453well-documented observation of the dispersion rela-

454tion in one-dimensional reaction space. They used a

455stirred tank as an oscillating source whose frequency

456could be controlled by the intensity of stirring. The

457waves, emitted from this tank, penetrated into the

458attached glass or Plexiglas tubes and one-dimensional

459propagation of waves were observed and measured

460potentiometrically. Their experimental arrangement

461served as a reproducible and controllable source for

462the waves from outside into the diffusion tube. Win-

463free [45] filled a capillary tube with BZ reagent and

464stimulated a random sequence of waves in the closed

465tube and measured the dispersion relation of the

466successive waves. The experimental results from both

467open and closed diffusion systems are summarized in

468Fig. 4b together with a theoretical curve calculated

469from the previous Eq. (1). The data obtained by

470Tatterson and Hudson in their open one-dimensional

471diffusion experiment give a surprising agreement with

472the value of the quantum of action. There is an

473observable departure of quantities of action of waves

474with longer wavelength from the curve because the

475detector was placed only 12 mm from the entrance and

476the diffusion field could not self-organize itself to

477reach the value of the least quantity of action. This

478type of observation of BZ waves appears to be very

479useful for an estimation of the concept of the diffusion

480action of chemical waves because all four parameters,

481which have to be determined experimentally, can be

482easily evaluated: K ¼ 1, mHþ ¼ 1:674 � 10�27 kg, l
483and u are determined with an error of few percents. On

484the other hand, the spatial propagation of BZ waves in

485a close tube is different because the diffusion field of

486Hþ (self-organization of randomly moved Brownian

487particles) is not the same in closed and open systems.

488Moreover, the dataset of propagation of waves created

489in Winfree’s one-dimensional experiment in closed

490glass tubes are available only from a secondary source

491and the details of experiments are not known. Never-

492theless, the quantities of action of successive one-

493dimensional waves in their sequence tend to reach the

494attractor (quantum of action), as it was found for two-

495dimensional BZ propagation in closed systems, too.

8 J. Stávek et al. / Thermochimica Acta 6935 (2002) 1–10
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496 The future experiments may bring more accurate data

497 describing the quantities of action of successive one-

498 dimensional trigger BZ waves. The analysis of two

499 and three-dimensional cases verified the validity of the

500 above concept and are the subject of our simultaneous

501 communication elsewhere [46].

502 6. Discussion and conclusions

503 Under certain conditions the randomly moved col-

504 lections of Brownian particles may self-organize

505 themselves as propagating waves that penetrate into

506 the surroundings in the form of stripes, circles, semi-

507 circles, spirals, etc. The principle of the least action,

508 introduced into the science as early as in 1744, may be

509 still considered appropriate for the interpretation of

510 the propagation of those waves of Brownian particles.

511 The product of diffusivity factor K, tortuosity factor k,

512 mass m of particles creating the expanding osmotic

513 wave, propagation speed u with which the wave

514 emanates, and the wavelength l—a distance necessary

515 for the accumulation of Brownian particles in order to

516 overcome the opposing pressure of the surroundings—

517 gives a value of the quantity of diffusion action of that

518 propagating wave. The interpretation of the quantities

519 of diffusion action of BZ waves by this concept

520 supports some earlier contributions stated, that the

521 Planck quantum of action could naturally emerge as a

522 fundamental property of self-organized collectives of

523 Brownian particles. The famous BZ waves represent a

524 type of chemical waves driven by the osmotic wave of

525 Hþ cations that have a very high mobility in water

526 solutions. Cations Hþ do not create clusters in water

527 solutions and keep its mHþ constant during the pro-

528 pagation of BZ waves.

529 The one-dimensional (thin tube, K ¼ 1, k ¼ 1)

530 arrangement of BZ wave propagation in water (non-

531 restricted) media enables to tune the value of the

532 quantum of action of BZ waves to the range

533 6:63 � 0:06 � 10�34 J s. The experimental error of

534 parameters of BZ waves obtained by recent techniques

535 is about 1%. Dispersion relations of BZ waves show a

536 strong tendency of successive waves to reach a mini-

537 mal quantity of their diffusion action. The dimension

538 of space, characterized by the diffusivity factor K, has

539 to be taken into account in non-restricted media to

540 characterize the space available for emanation of wave

541from its source. The path of Brownian particles

542becomes more tortuous in restricted media, so that

543the tortuosity factor k of those media should be used

544together with the diffusivity factor K to express this

545more complicated geometry of space available for the

546penetration of BZ wave. The successive waves in

547restrictive media tend to reach to a minimal quantity

548of diffusion action, too. The principle of the least

549action may be helpful to interpret the behavior of

550perturbed BZ waves that return reversibly to the

551original value of their quantity of action, when the

552perturbation source is switched off. The observed

553shape transformation of BZ spiral wave into the target

554wave and the transformation of trigger target wave

555into the phase wave seem to be related to the least

556quantum of action in non-restricted media. It is some-

557how related to the long lasting discussion on intra-

558molecular diffusion and calculation of unimolecular

559velocity constants factually analyzing quantum

560mechanics as a classical diffusion process [47–49].

561Before the acceptance of this scenario within the

562frame quantum mechanics [50], some other systems

563should be evaluated by this principle of the least

564action. The next candidates of self-organized Brow-

565nian particles may be electrons forming stripes in

566Crookes tubes filled by inert gases and atomic waves

567prepared recently from atoms of alkali metals diffus-

568ing through tubes filled with inert gases.
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